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About This Content

NOTE: This campaign requires DCS: A-10C Warthog.

Operation Piercing Fury (OPF) is a story driven campaign consisting of you leading a forwarded deployed A-10C Warthog
"Hawg" Flight in the Georgian Area of Operations (AO). You will be assigned to and commanded by the Joint Special

Operations Command providing direct support to conventional and non-conventional coalition forces in the region against Al-
Doran and Special Purpose Islamic Army extremist groups.

Your skills will be tested as you execute On-Call Close Air Support (CAS), Combat Search and Rescue, assist in Capture-or-Kill
missions, and provide CAS for Air-Assault raids by Special Forces teams throughout the region. The campaign puts you directly

into the action with many missions based off real-world scenarios, operations, and tactics.

OPF enables you to experience the unique perspective of being in a combat zone based on realistic communications, force
protection, forward operation bases, combat outposts, and insight from the campaign creator Ranger79; a United States Air

Force combat veteran of Operation Joint Forge, Operation Southern Watch, Operation Enduring Freedom, and Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Feel the adrenaline rush providing Close Air Support in the AO!

Features of "Operation Piercing Fury":

15 Action-Packed Story Driven Missions
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Over 700+ Custom Voiceovers

200+ Pages of Detailed Operations Orders / Supporting Documentation
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Title: A-10C: Operation Piercing Fury Campaign
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Ranger 79 Productions
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech,French,Simplified Chinese
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a-10c operation piercing fury campaign

I have to say I love this game and have put a lot of time into it. The art style is a massive improvement over the original Treasure
Adventure Game. The gameplay has been much smoother but still feels familiar to those who come directly from TAG. The
levels are pretty faithful, but include remixes in designs to keep the game fresh. Combined with the new art the levels look
wonderful.

After putting so much time in the game I can say it's hard to go back to TAG, TAW is a much improved experience.

Plus, the soundtrack is worth it on it's own.. The game is pretty nice.
4 hours roughly to do the story, I have guessed the end of the game at 1/3 of the game but that did not changed the experience.
Puzzles can be tricky in the way that you can get stuck and have to restart the level, but they are not that complicated.
Completely worth the price if you like Portal style game. First releases of early access games aren't typically as fun as most
would hope. We expect bugs, graphics issues and some core issues. Admittedly I only played the game a few times but it's clean,
solid (so far) and surprisingly difficult to stop playing once you get the hang of it. Controller is a must I think. Nice casual game
that's easy to pick up once in a while if you don't mind loosing track of the time. Check it out, certainly worth it, even at this
stage of development.. A beat em up game wher you CAN'T USE A CONTROLLER...is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
stupid....i taught that the unleashed would be fixed...I AIN'T SEEN ANY DIFERENCE...you change the name to make more
publicity.... a beat em up that you cannot play with a gamepad..... Classic. My sweet memory. Support !!!!. The classic GG1 is
well represented with this DLC, the engine looks great and the sounds are fantastic. It's well worth the money.. simply
wonderful and historic. Hopefully Anna will get her own story mode in future update as soon as possible!. full of bugs. This
game is actually pretty cool. Definitley a Portal-esque kind of game. Definitley worth the money. The timer is actually a really
interesting and challenging aspect to this game. Very well done.
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This game is a top-down shooter, where you run around and either shoot mutants or punch them in the face. You use the left
control stick to move, and the right to aim. Nothing new here, you can find this sort of game for free in droves on Newgrounds
or Armor Games.

There is one absolutely unique feature, however. When you level up, you are given the choice to increase.... something. You go
back to base, talk to the psychiatrist (huh?) and choose something to upgrade. But not only is there no description of what the
upgrade does, but you don't even get the name of the upgrade itself! Do you want to upgrade the fist, the clock, or the circle?
Probably the fist is melee attack, the circle is accuracy... but I have no idea what the clock is even supposed to mean. Come on
guys, practice this stuff so you can make a good game before you try to sell it.. A.R.E.S.... A great classic side scroller game
brought back to life with new refined graphics and gameplay!!!. I do recommend this game simply becaues the concept is too
fun to miss out on,but i have a problem.Simply said the game is too laggy idk if its from me or the server or something else but i
would love to see a fix,. It's an okay game. It would have been good at 9.99 $ but it'S not worth 18 $. Still enjoyable if you like
golf sims.. For an older gme, this one has definitely aged well.
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